Ways to manage stress

Anna, a typical middle grader, has a lot on her plate: schoolwork, yearbook committee, and sports. While she gets stressed from time to time, she uses strategies like these to cope—and your tween can, too.

Reduce triggers
Encourage your child to make a list of what stressed her out this week. Examples: “taking a pop quiz,” “preparing for the student council meeting.” Suggest that she identify what’s behind the stressors (being unprepared, leaving things until the last minute) and plan ways to overcome them. She could review her notes each evening or start getting ready for meetings sooner, for instance.

Offer ideas
Share ways you deal with stressors such as a train delay or a computer problem. Maybe you look at a photo of a loved one or picture a peaceful scene like falling snow. Then ask your tween to name ways she could work through her stress, like taking deep breaths or snuggling with her dog.

Turn to others
Let your middle grader know that she can come to you when she’s stressed. Also have her think of other people she could turn to, such as friends, her school counselor, or her coach. She can talk about what’s bothering her and learn strategies for dealing with it.

Note: If stress seems to be interfering with your child’s daily life, talk to her pediatrician.

A+ attendance
The first step toward doing well in school is to show up! As the school year continues, encourage your child to keep up good attendance with these tips.

■ Set expectations. Weave comments into your conversations that make it clear how important you consider attendance. (“I scheduled your dentist appointment for 3:30 p.m. so you won’t miss anything in 7th-period science.”)

■ Know school policy. If your middle grader misses school because he’s sick, use the policy to help you decide when he can return. For instance, if he has been fever-free for the required amount of time and feels better, he could go back to school.
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Think critically about ads

Evaluating advertisements is an important part of being a critical thinker and a savvy consumer. Share this advice with your middle grader.

**Product placement.** When you and your child watch TV or movies, try to spot brand names. Maybe the judges on his favorite talent show always drink a certain brand of soda.

**Targeted advertising.** Did your tween ever look up a sports team online, or movies, try to spot brand names. Maybe the judges on his favorite talent show always drink a certain brand of soda.

Ask why he thinks that is. Do all the judges just happen to like it? Maybe—but the soda company pays the show to feature the product. Can your tween figure out the unstated message? (If famous people drink it, maybe he should, too!) He'll learn that ads aren't always obvious and start to think more critically about them.

Evaluating ads can help him identify unstated messages. Can your child figure out why the show featured the drink?

**Change friendships**

**Q** My daughter seems to have a different best friend every week. Is that normal for this age?

**A** Friendships can change frequently in middle school. It's typical for kids to outgrow relationships and to feel closer to one friend than to another as their interests and maturity levels change.

Let your daughter know that no matter who her “best” friend is, she can remain friends with many people. Mention the various social circles in your own life, such as your book club friends, work buddies, and college roommates.

Also, remind your child to treat everyone kindly, including classmates she may have grown apart from. Remaining friendly will leave the door open for spending more time together in the future.

**Practical writing**

Writing isn't just something your tween does in school—it's important in daily life, too. Encourage her to practice different types of writing at home with these activities.

**To inform**

Your child could interview relatives about their jobs. What does a typical day on the job look like? What do they like best about their work? She can write and share a “Who’s Who” to help family members learn more about each other. Example: “Aunt Cora is an optometric assistant, which means she works alongside eye doctors. Her favorite part of her job is helping patients pick out glasses.”

**To entertain**

Suggest that your middle grader write a script for a silly skit. She can include dialogue and stage directions (notes that tell actors what to do). Encourage her to consider her audience—if her skit is for younger siblings, what will they find funny? Then, she and her friends could practice the skit and perform it for their audience.

**Take pride in your work**

This year, my son Aidan started rushing through his assignments and making careless mistakes. I wanted him to take pride in his work like he did when he was younger, so I had an idea.

I pulled out a storage bin full of papers and projects we’d saved from Aidan’s elementary school years. We took a nice trip down memory lane as we admired stories he’d written, pictures he’d drawn, and tests he’d done well on. Seeing his old papers made Aidan realize how nice it feels to be proud of your work.

Now Aidan has started saving his middle school work, too. I’m not seeing as many careless errors—I can tell he’s trying harder. I know we’ll enjoy looking through his collection when he’s in high school!